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Between Kin and King: Social Aspects of Western Zhou Ritual 
 
Paul Nicholas Vogt 
 
 
 The Western Zhou period (ca. 1045-771 BCE) saw the dissemination of a particular style 
of ancestral ritual across North China, as the Zhou royal faction leveraged its familiarity with the 
ritual techniques of the conquered Shang culture to complement its project of state formation. 
Looking back on this era as the golden age of governance, Eastern Zhou and Han thinkers sought 
to codify its ritual in comprehensive textual treatments collectively known as the Sanli and, in 
particular, the Zhouli, or “Rites of Zhou.” Later scholarship has consistently drawn on the Sanli 
as a reference point and assumed standard for the characterization of Western Zhou rites. Current 
understandings of the formative era of early Chinese ritual are thus informed by the syncretic and 
classicizing tendencies of the early empires. 
 To redress this issue, the present study explores the ritual practices of the Western Zhou 
based on their records on inscribed bronzes, the most extensive source of textual information on 
the period. It characterizes Western Zhou ancestral rites as fluid phenomena subject to continued 
redefinition, adoption, cooption, and abandonment as warranted by the different interests of 
Western Zhou elites. Separate discussions consider the role of ancestral rites and inscribed 
bronzes in materializing the royal presence within the interaction spheres of elite lineages; the 
evolution of ritual performances of Zhou kingship, and their relationship to the military and 
political circumstances of the royal house; the emergence of new ritual contexts of patronage, 
recognition, and reward that differentiated between members of expanding lineages and 
intensified royal control over key resources; and the combination of multiple ritual techniques 
with royal hospitality provision to create major ritual event assemblies.  A final synthesis brings 
  
these discussions together into a sequential analysis of Western Zhou ritual, relating them to the 
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The chronology of the Western Zhou 
 While the reign sequence of the Western Zhou period is now beyond question, the exact 
dates and lengths of the individual reigns are still the subject of frequent debate.1  The present 
work is not concerned with the precise details of Western Zhou chronology; it does, however, 
frequently refer to the reign-periods of specific kings, as well as to the early, middle, and late 
Western Zhou periods.  When more detail is needed, it follows the reign dates and lengths put 
forth by Edward L. Shaughnessy in Sources of Western Zhou History: Inscribed Bronze Vessels 
and continued by Li Feng in Bureaucracy and the State in Early China; Appendix 2, table 0.1, 
presents this chronology for the reader’s reference.2  Like the latter work, this dissertation uses 
the early/middle/late divisions put forth by Chen Mengjia in Xi Zhou tongqi duandai.3  It follows 
the common practice of referring to 懿王, the eighth Western Zhou king (inclusive of King Wen), 
as “King Yih” and to the tenth king, 夷王, as “King Yi.” 
 
Transcription, translation, and transliteration 
 Transliteration of Chinese throughout this work follows the Hanyu pinyin system; for 
ease of typography, Romanization of Japanese employs kana spelling for long vowels (e.g., ou 
                                                           
1
 Over forty different efforts at reconstructing the reign periods of the Western Zhou kings have been put forth by 
modern scholars; see Zhu Fenghan and Zhang Rongming, eds., Xi Zhou zhuwang niandai yanjiu, Guiyang: 
Guizhou renmin, 1998, 442; cited in Edward L. Shaughnessy, “Chronologies of Ancient China: A Critique of the 
‘Xia-Shang-Zhou Chronology Project,’” in Clara Wing-chung Ho, Windows on the Chinese World: Reflections by 
Five Historians, Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2009, 15-28.  For a recent alternate effort at reconstructing the 
Western Zhou royal chronology, see Xia Shang Zhou duandai gongcheng zhuanjiazu, Xia Shang Zhou diandai 
gongcheng: 1996-2000 nian jieduan chengguo baogao,Beijing: Shijie tushu, 2000.  For an English-language 
summary, see Li Xueqin, “The Xia-Shang-Zhou Chronology Project: Methodology and Results,” JEAA 4.1-4 
(2002), 321-33.  This project has been subject to some criticism, such as, for example, the above article by 
Shaughnessy. 
2
 Sources, xix; Bureaucracy, xv.  For a reproduction of this sequence, see Appendix 2. 
3




instead of o-macron).  Transcriptions and punctuation of bronze inscriptions follow those given 
in the AS database except where noted.  I have relied on the AS database transcriptions of bronze 
characters (again, except where noted) but, for typographic purposes, have constructed font 
characters to replace the AS font itself.  Translations of bronze inscriptions, oracle bone 
inscriptions, and excerpts of received texts are my own except where noted. 
 
Place names, personal names, and titles 
 The Chinese administrative division xian 县 is rendered as “county” (e.g., Mei county, 
Shaanxi), while town- or village-level name components (i.e., cun 村 and zhen 镇) are included 
in the Romanization of place-names.  City- and provincial-level divisions (shi 市 and sheng 省) 
are not indicated.   
 For the convenience of non-specialist readers, I have given approximate English 
equivalents for the various qualifying elements of Western Zhou names; thus Shi Yongfu 師雍父, 
for example, is rendered as “Marshal Father Yong.”  Characters and Pinyin Romanization are 
provided for reference on first appearance within a chapter.  In keeping with this principle, I have 
followed the old custom of translating ancient Chinese aristocratic ranks with the titles of 
English nobility; hence “King” for wang 王, “Duke” for gong, 公 “Marquis” for hou 侯, and so 
forth.  This custom is followed for the ease of the reader and should not be construed as implying 
any real equivalence between the Western Zhou and English systems of nobility and governance.  
That notion has by now been thoroughly disproved.  See Constance Cook, “Wealth and the 
Western Zhou,” BSOAS 60.2 (1997), 283-90; Li Feng, “Feudalism and Western Zhou China: A 





References to inscriptions 
 Whenever possible, first references to Shang and Western Zhou bronze inscriptions 
provide their numbers in the Academia Sinica database (see above).  Most such inscriptions 
appear in the Yin Zhou jinwen jicheng (JC); numbers with no prefix (e.g., the designation of the 
Minggong gui 明公簋 [4029]) correspond to those in that work.  Since the AS database was first 
made available, many bronzes not appearing in JC have been added; these are typically 
designated with numbers beginning with NA (e.g., the Jing ding 静鼎 [NA1795]). 
 All of the few Shang oracle bone inscriptions in this work are derived from the CHANT 
OBI database (for which see http://www.chant.org).  All cases appearing here were published in 
Guo Moruo and Hu Houxuan, eds., Jiaguwen heji, 13 vols., Beijing: Zhonghua, 1980; the 
numbering provided here follows that in the CHANT database and corresponds to that in Heji.  
Numbering of Zhou oracle bones follows that in Cao Wei 曹瑋, Zhouyuan jiaguwen 周原甲骨文, 
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RITUAL AND THE FORMATION OF THE WESTERN ZHOU STATE 
 
0.1: Introduction 
 The Western Zhou period (ca. 1045-771 BCE) was understandably remembered by 
classical Chinese thinkers as a “golden age.”1  With its expansion over the course of the eleventh 
and tenth centuries BCE, the Zhou state established a vision of most of what is now north China 
as a single, coherent political and cultural entity.2  That vision informed much of the classic 
philosophical and historical literature of ancient China.3  Its influence was such that the chief 
powers of the subsequent era persisted in formulating their political identities in terms of service 
to the Zhou kings and the state in general, long after the temporal power of the Zhou royal house 
had been irrevocably compromised.4  The five and a half centuries following the sacking of the 
Zhou homeland and the eastern movement of the Zhou royal party are thus still known to history 
as the “Eastern Zhou” period.5 
 The advanced expertise of the Zhou royal house with both ritual and writing played a 
crucial role in its success.  From the very eve that they sacked the capital of Shang, home of their 
                                                           
1
 David Shepherd Nivison, “The Classical Philosophical Writings,” in Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy, 
eds., The Cambridge History of Ancient China: From the Origins of Civilization to 221 B.C., Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999, 747-8.  Dates in this work follow those given therein. 
2
 On the expansion of the Western Zhou state, see Edward L. Shaughnessy, “Western Zhou History,” in Cambridge 
History of Ancient China, 320-2. 
3
 See Nivison, “The Classical Philosophical Writings,” 747-8.  This idea is summarized in the phrase tianxia 天下 
(“under heaven”), tian, “the sky/Heaven,” being of special importance to the Zhou.  For an early statement on tian, 
see Herrlee G. Creel, The Origins of Statecraft in China, vol. 1: The Western Chou Empire, Chicago, London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1970, 493-506; for a recent consideration, see Sarah Allan, “Tian as Sky: The 
Conceptual Implications,” in Jacques Gernet and Marc Kalinowski, eds., En suivant la Voie Royale: Mélanges 
offerts en homage à Léon Vandermeersch, Études thématiques 7, Paris: École Française d’Extrême-Orient, 197, 
225-30; as well as Allan, “On the Identity of Shang Di 上帝 and the Origin of the Concept of a Celestial Mandate 
(tian ming 天明),” EC 31, 2007, 1-46.  For the role of tianxia in classical Chinese philosophical texts, see for 
example Lunyu, “Ji shi,” Shisanjing zhushu, 2521; Mengzi, “Liang Hui Wang,” Shisanjing zhushu, 2670. 
4
 This was made manifest in the institution of the ba, or “hegemon,” on which see Cho-yun Hsu, “The Spring and 
Autumn Period,” in Cambridge History, 551-62. 
5
 On the events surrounding the eastern movement of the Zhou royal house, see Li Feng, Landscape and Power, 




predecessors as the dominant power in north China, the Zhou kings drew on ritual actions of 
Shang provenance to create ritual event assemblies that argued for particular visions of their 
relations to the conquered Shang kings, the remnants of the Shang population, and the various 
other peoples with whom they had partnered to throw off the Shang yoke.6  In the following 
years, the Zhou kings capitalized on the use of inscribed bronzes in ancestral-ritual and feasting 
events – a practice derived from the Shang before them – as a key mechanism for the 
promulgation of royal ideology, associating the Zhou royal project and the legitimacy of the 
Zhou kings with the sacerdotal authority of the patrilineal ancestral cult.  As the geopolitical, 
military, and demographic circumstances of the Western Zhou state changed, the ritual practices 
of both the Zhou kings and non-royal Zhou-adherent elites as understood through the use of 
ritual bronze vessels changed with them, eventually achieving a degree of formalism and 
codification that rivaled that of late Shang ritual and survived into the subsequent Eastern Zhou 
period.7   
This work draws on the bronze inscriptions of the Western Zhou period, supplemented by 
related archaeological data and by occasional reference to received texts of likely Western Zhou 
date, to characterize the social aspects of the ritual practices of Western Zhou elites.  It considers 
both religious and political rituals – a questionable distinction in the relevant sources – as 
elements of the process of group formation during the Western Zhou period.  The work 
characterizes the progress of royal implementation of ritual techniques from concern with 
enrollment of non-royal elites in the Zhou state project to concern with the internal 
                                                           
6
 The “Shi fu” chapter of the Yizhoushu records rituals conducted by King Wu at Shang in the wake of the Shang 
conquest, including a case of the negative entreaty known as yu 禦.  See Huang Huaixin, Yizhoushu jiaopu zhuyi, 
Xi’an: Sanqin, 2006, 210-21; for an analysis in English, see Edward L. Shaughnessy, Before Confucius: Studies in 
the Creation of the Chinese Classics, Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997, 31-67. 
7
 On the introduction and intensification of sumptuary rules in Western Zhou ritual, see Chinese Society in the Age 
of Confucius (1000-250 BC): The Archaeological Evidence, Los Angeles: The Cotsten Institute of Archaeology at 
UCLA, 2006, 49-50.  On the systematization of late Shang ritual, see David Keightley, “The Shang: China’s First 




differentiation of participants in the Zhou elite identity and refinement of royal control over state 
operations and the production of vital resources.  It relates this progression to both general 
demographic processes and specific historical events – in particular, the cessation of Zhou 
expansion and the untimely death of King Zhao, the nominal fifth Zhou king.  In doing so, it puts 
forth a detailed image of the role of inscribed bronze vessels in transporting ideological 
manifestations of power across distance in both time and space.  Bronzes and their inscriptions, it 
argues, transmitted ritual materializations of ideology between kin and king.8 
 
0.2: Background of the study of Zhou ritual 
The “Fengshan shu” chapter of the Shiji, China's first syncretic history, records that 
Emperor Wu of the Han dynasty followed ritual and administrative precedents set by the state of 
Qin during its grand project of centralization in order to placate Heaven and establish the 
legitimacy of the Han state.  Later, near the end of the Western Han, the reformers Zhang Tan 
and Kuang Heng urged the rejection of these precedents in favor of a ritual program conducted 
mainly in the capital and focused on the relationship between the ruler, Heaven, and Earth.  As 
justification for their program, they appealed to texts purporting to preserve a ritual tradition 
established by the Zhou, founders of China's first bureaucratic state and perceived cultural 
predecessors of the many regional elites subordinated first under Qin Shihuang (b. 259 BCE) and 
then under Liu Bang (r. 202-195 BCE).9   
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 This reversal was the culmination of a trend in early Chinese conceptions of kinship, 
authority, and ritual that evolved over the course of the Eastern Zhou period.  As the temporal 
power of the Zhou royal house receded further into the depths of history, the conceptual power 
of the Zhou cultural heritage – its potential as a locus of value, a legitimizing force, and an 
indicator of civilization vs. barbarity – became an object of contention between competing 
experts with various familial, regional, and intellectual affiliations.  Ritual practices came to be 
seen as the ultimate expression of that cultural heritage, due at least in part to the influence of the 
ru intellectual and political tradition of which Confucius was the earliest and, eventually, the best 
known proponent.  At the same time, the expansion of the practice of writing ensured that the 
battle to canonize and thereby lay incontrovertible claim to Zhou ritual took place on the page as 
well as in the context of living practices.10  Han imperial ritual would eventually become the 
state-sanctioned incarnation of a system of “Zhou” ritual built in this context of competition for 
the right to direct burgeoning processes of political, cultural, and ideological syncretism.  The 
Sanli – a triptych of canonical texts emerging from the Warring States and Han historical context 
and purporting to record various aspects of “classic” Zhou ritual – served as the vehicle for the 
standard portrayal of the Zhou ritual system for the remainder of pre-modern Chinese history.11 
 A major challenge to the Sanli-driven vision of Zhou ritual appeared in the twentieth 
century with the emergence of the “Doubting Antiquity” movement, an effort among Chinese 
scholars to call into active question visions of the earliest stretches of history based on texts long 
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touted as canonical.12  This came on the heels of the discovery of inscribed oracle bones dating to 
the Shang period near Anyang, Henan, site of the last Shang capital.13  Early traditions held that 
the Zhou adopted the ritual traditions of the Shang, with a few small but ideologically important 
changes such as a reduction in the volume of alcohol consumption in the context of group rites.14  
Naturally, the discovery of the Shang oracle bones and the accompanying Shang remains at 
Anyang spurred new research into the ritual practices of the Zhou as well, with the Shang 
materials as counterpoint to a combined corpus of scientifically excavated Zhou-period remains, 
received texts long regarded as products of the Western Zhou era, and Zhou bronze inscriptions 
transmitted across the centuries by antiquarians of the Song to Qing dynasties.  Received texts of 
uncertain date purporting to deal with Zhou ritual – the Sanli in particular – continue, however, 
to constitute an important and oft-used tool for the interpretation of these verifiably earlier 
materials, due no doubt in part to a newfound confidence in early texts inspired by the 
remarkable degree of correspondence found between the Anyang materials and later records 
preserved in the Shiji.15    
 By now, the groundwork has been laid for a new approach to the characterization of the 
ritual activities of the Zhou.  The last half of the twentieth century and the first decade of the 
twenty-first have seen an unprecedented volume of discoveries of Zhou-era archaeological 
materials.  Examples of Western Zhou meeting halls, elite residences, and pottery and bronze 
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workshops are all available, in addition to a bewildering variety of shapes and sizes of elite 
tombs.  Major loci of Zhou-affiliated cultural remains have been discovered across the scope of 
the pre-Qin Chinese world, from the Yu-culture remains near Baoji, western Shaanxi, to the 
Guicheng urban center near the north coast of the Jiaodong peninsula in Shandong.  The corpus 
of extant bronze inscriptions – the most reliable and extensive source of contemporary textual 
records – has grown substantially, and the vast majority of these inscriptions, along with the 
details of the discovery of the bronzes bearing them, are readily accessible.16  The growth of 
bronze inscriptional studies in turn has yielded insights as to the language of the Western Zhou 
period that have helped to verify certain received texts as likely products of that era and 
eliminate others.  In short, for the first time in millennia, the resources exist to support a 
characterization of the ritual activities of the Zhou based primarily neither on later, politicized 
textual records nor on the divination records of an earlier people, but on contemporary sources 
produced by the Zhou themselves.  Such a characterization would in turn provide a standard to 
which later textual materials purporting to record Zhou ritual activities – in particular, the Sanli – 
could be compared.  Developing such a characterization and establishing such a standard are 
goals of this project. 
 
0.3: The “Zhou” in Zhou ritual 
 Proposing an examination of “Western Zhou ritual activities” implies that the label “Zhou” 
constitutes a coherent, recognizable, and falsifiable cultural category rather than a convenient 
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borrowing of a place name to denote a specific period of history.  The origins of the Zhou 
geographic and cultural identity remain tantalizingly murky.  Historical texts record that the 
Zhou people originated in the western parts of current Shaanxi but moved to the region now 
known as “the Zhou Plain” (Zhouyuan 周原), in the vicinity of Mount Qi (Qishan 岐山), during 
the late Shang period.  There they are said to have served at least nominally as vassals of the 
Shang, with prominent Zhou leaders serving at the Shang court, until the depredations of the 
tyrannical Shang king Jie forced the first King of Zhou, Wen, to assemble an alliance of “men of 
the West” (the Zhou homeland lay in the far western portion of the Shang sphere of influence); 
sack the Shang capital, Yin, at the present-day city of Anyang, Henan; and establish a new rule 
with the blessing of Heaven (Tian), the closest thing to a supreme deity known from the records 
of the Zhou.17   
 Archaeological materials support this grand narrative of the birth of the Zhou to a certain 
extent.  Excavations at Qishan have uncovered substantive ceramic and bronze remains, 
including Anyang-style bronzes, suggesting the possibility of a population in extensive contact 
with the Shang as well as other groups; this population cannot, however, be definitively 
identified as “Zhou” based on inscriptions.  Generally speaking, ceramics in Shaanxi dating to 
before the Shang conquest, while conforming to a few specific overall types, show extensive 
formal variation from place to place, suggesting that the area was not yet under the control of a 
single, hegemonic cultural complex.  A consensus has not been yet reached as to precisely which 
elements of these various cultures, if any, can be taken as indicative of a pre-conquest “Zhou” 
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culture in its least adulterated form.  It remains a strong possibility that the formation of a Zhou 
cultural identity took place concurrently with the convergence of western forces that is 
commonly supposed to have precipitated the sacking of the Shang capital.18 
 The origins and antiquity of “Zhou” as a distinct cultural identity, then, are less than clear.  
Nevertheless, there exists a recognizable assemblage of material-cultural characteristics that can 
readily be identified as the population associated with elite activities in the region known from 
both received texts and bronze inscriptions to have been the center of power of the Zhou people 
during the Western Zhou period.19  These include cemeteries dominated by prone burials in 
rectangular tombs with tiers (ercengtai), sometimes including yaokeng, or waist-pits, beneath the 
center of the corpse,20 as well as assemblages of bronze food and drink vessels intended at least 
nominally for use in devotional activities dedicated to patrilineal ancestors, sharing certain 
chronologically variant commonalities of shape and decor, and frequently bearing extensive 
inscriptions.21  
 The Zhou elite shared these characteristics with the Shang, from whom they are 
commonly supposed to have learned the art of writing.  Indeed, the question of the exact 
relationship between the Zhou and Shang peoples was one of the major research questions of 
twentieth-century Chinese archaeology, paleography, and history, and it remains so today.  
Evidence from bronze inscriptions, however, allows us to state with certainty that the Zhou 
population itself was engaged in the production and use of bronze ritual vessels from the early 
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portion of the Western Zhou period onward.22  Western Zhou bronzes soon developed 
differences from Shang bronzes in style and then in typical vessel assemblages.23 
 A cluster of cemetery and settlement sites surrounding the Feng river near Xi’an, Shaanxi, 
is widely recognized as the remains of a major Zhou urban center associated with the capitals 
Feng and Hao -- locations frequently mentioned in bronze inscriptions – and is generally held 
forth as a standard against which Zhou material culture is judged, though Western Zhou 
materials recovered in the Zhouyuan area are now challenging it for that distinction.24  Materials 
associated with Western Zhou elites have been found across the scope of North China, however.  
Many of these include bronzes with inscriptions identifying them as products of Zhou elite 
activities; often these sites can be associated with Zhou-affiliated states known from later 
historical records, as in the cases of the Jin state cemetery at Tianma-Qucun, Shanxi, and the Yan 
state cemetery at Fangshan, Liulihe, Beijing.25  Sometimes, “Zhou-style” items and practices 
from these sites can readily be distinguished from those with local characteristics, as is the case 
at Tianma-Qucun.26  At other sites, controversy exists over the possibility of distinguishing 
between “Zhou” and “local” practices, as with the Western Zhou-era materials known from the 
Luoyang region.27   
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The consistency of material remains at sites across North China identifiable as products 
of “Zhou elite activity” based on inscriptional evidence provides solid ground for the 
identification of a “Zhou culture” at the elite level.  In other words, the material records of the 
period attest to the existence of a coherent cultural complex with a demonstrable geographic 
extent that is closely associated with Zhou elite activities and can therefore fruitfully be called 
“Zhou culture.”  When the terms “Zhou” and “Zhou culture” are used in this work, they refer to 
this elite cultural and political complex unless otherwise indicated.   They specifically do not 
indicate a fixed ethnic or geographic identity, for it is clear that a variety of populations, 
including some who might have identified themselves based on ethnicity or place of origin as 
“Zhou,” participated in this complex to greater or lesser degrees.  On the other hand, there was 
an identifiable material culture of the Zhou homeland at the non-elite level, distinct from that of 
the Shang; this was confined mainly to the Wei river valley and surrounding areas, though 
elements of it were transplanted into the distant east over time.28  Still, the populations that 
shared this material culture did not necessarily also share a single formulation of ethnicity, 
though we can be sure that the people that identified themselves as “Zhou” were among them. 
It bears mentioning that the material products of the elite cultural complex here identified 
as “Zhou” did in fact employ that term as a meaningful concept.  Examples abound from 
Western Zhou bronze inscriptions, most of which refer to locations called “Zhou” or “Ancestral 
Zhou” (zongzhou 宗周).29  The term “Zhou,” then, was not a later interpolation imposed on a 
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previously dominant group with which contemporary populations were unfamiliar.  It was rather 
a contemporary term used by both the Zhou and the Shang before them and expressing important 
conceptions of homeland and group identity.30  In all likelihood, elites who identified themselves 
as “Zhou” in these terms shared in the “Zhou culture” as defined here; however, it is also likely 
that not all who shared in that culture specifically considered themselves “Zhou.”   
  
0.4: Theoretical approach to social aspects of ritual 
 
 The following pages purport to characterize the “social aspects of Western Zhou ritual.”  
The historically defined “Western Zhou” part of that formulation produces little controversy 
beyond the occasional problem of distinguishing between a late Shang and an early Western 
Zhou bronze, or a late Western Zhou and a Spring and Autumn one.31  An accounting must be 
made, however, of what “social aspects” are and what the “ritual” that supposedly possesses 
them is. 
 
0.4.1: “Social aspects” and the “sociology of associations”32 
 The ways in which humans relate to each other, form institutions, and create traditions 
are important and valid areas of inquiry.  Unfortunately, when sufficient generalizations are 
made about how these things happen, “society” and its “systems” may become fetishized, 
changing from a phenomenon requiring detailed explanation into a panacea called upon to repair 
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any perceived gaps in understanding.33  In the study of Western Zhou ritual, this understandable 
tendency often manifests in two particular forms.  One is the explanation of Shang- and Zhou-
dynasty phenomena through appeal to the prescribed sequence of Marxist historiography and the 
logic of production relations.34  Another is the tendency to approach the ritual phenomena of the 
Western Zhou period, and Western Zhou society in general, as coherent, internally consistent 
systems, based on their presentation as such in the later texts of the Sanli.35  Both of these 
trajectories of inquiry are of value, but they must be maintained in their appropriate positions, as 
possibilities to be proved in every individual case rather than authorities to be invoked in all 
cases; to put it in Latour’s terms, the price of their deployment must be “paid in 
transformations.”36 
 In his back-and-forth relationship with the idea of “actor-network theory” – of which the 
work Reassembling the Social is the most recent and detailed manifestation – Latour accuses 
much of modern sociology, and critical sociology in particular, of falling victim to this reversal 
of causality.37  In contrast to the appeal to the social as an explanatory force, Latour propounds 
the project of the “sociology of associations,” a study focusing on the transitory connections 
between entities, both human and non-human, and their role in the formation and “performation” 
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of group identities.38  Latour characterizes the formation of groups as ongoing events of 
definition and redefinition, of the resolution of controversies which, he argues, can be “deployed” 
in order to reveal the particulars of the formation of associations.39  Objects play a vital role in 
this process due to their superior ability to act across distances in space and time; they “pick up 
the relay” between instances of human contact, allowing collectives of which they form parts to 
last longer.40  Since all collectives are thus composed, and since their parts typically are 
themselves connected to a variety of entities across distances, the result is a “flattened” 
landscape made up of “star-shaped” entities between which hierarchy, or “centrality,” exists only 
to the degree that particular agencies succeed at continually figuring and re-figuring themselves 
as crucial to particular visions of group identity.41  These figured agencies are the “actor” (or, 
sometimes, “actant”), and the ephemeral web of associations between them the “net,” of the 
actor-network.42 
 This work follows Latour’s lead in considering the “social” simply as the formation and 
re-formation of associations between both human and non-human entities.43  The roles played by 
rituals and their paraphernalia as mediators in the formation of a collective – specifically, the 
collective of Zhou elite identity formed in the wake of the Shang conquest – are the “social 
aspects” that it seeks to describe.  It strives whenever possible to consider each ritual term or 
event individually and only afterward to characterize commonalities between them or group 
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them into categories, rather than appealing to “Zhou society” or the “Zhou ritual system” as 
independently existing forces driving the actions of Western Zhou elites.  The effort at 
specificity is less radical in a work of history, for which the laying out of individual cases in a 
sequence to create a convincing narrative is an accepted goal, than in Latour’s effort at the 
formulation of a new sociology; in this sense his “sociology of associations” is peculiarly well 
suited for thinking about history.  Undoubtedly, however, this work still strays from Latour’s 
difficult methodological goal in places, for which I ask both his and the reader’s indulgence.   
  
0.4.2: The king as “obligatory passage point” 
 Much, though not all, of this work focuses on the role of ritual in portraying the Zhou 
royal house as a preeminent cultural and political force (a state of affairs which persisted well 
after its temporal power fell behind that of other power-holders in its interaction sphere).  It is 
therefore necessary that the work should have some standpoint as to the creation and 
maintenance of hierarchical relations between the members of a group.  The work of Latour’s 
actor-network brother in arms, Michel Callon, has proved helpful in this regard.44  In a seminal 
article on the development of artificial scallop cultivation in France, Callon put forth the ideas of 
interessement and enrollment, describing respectively the processes of engaging parties in a 
particular vision of a group or project and securing their assent to occupy particular roles in the 
performance of that group or the pursuit of that project.45  These formulations, Callon observes, 
may argue for a particular entity, institution, or practice as an “obligatory passage point,” i.e., an 
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interaction partner that must be engaged with in order for the benefits of membership in the 
interaction network to be achieved.46   
These concepts are all observable in the corpus of bronze inscriptions dealing with the 
performance of ritual, as well as in the customs of use of the ritual bronzes themselves.  In the 
following pages, I will frequently characterize the ritual actions of the Zhou kings as efforts to 
solicit the enrollment, new or ongoing, of other elites in the collective that made up the Zhou 
state and that had the practice of particular forms of ancestral ritual as a hallmark of its identity.47  
Certain facets of the performance of that ritual, I will argue, conveyed a vision of the Zhou king 
as an “obligatory passage point” for the attainment of status in both lineages and the Zhou state 
as a whole.   
 
0.4.3: Regularized action and the diagnosis of ritual 
 If the “sociology of associations” provides this work with its “social aspects,” then the 
“ritual” to which it attributes them remains to be addressed.  This work makes no pretense of 
offering a better or more extensive definition of ritual than those already put forth by generations 
of scholars; nor can it offer a more extensive history of the theory of ritual than has already been 
given.48  It must, however, make clear by what criteria inscriptions have been selected as 
evidence of ritual practices.49  Catherine Bell’s recent formulation of ritual has been influential in 
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the development of my approach herein; I will therefore take the liberty of distinguishing that 
approach against the background of her work.50 
 In her history of the theory of ritual, Bell highlights the degree to which studies of ritual 
appear to describe the theoretical behaviors of their formulators rather than the concerns of the 
sample populations on whose practices they are based.51  To distance herself from this, Bell 
rejects fixed categories of “ritual” and “non-ritual” in favor of a continuum of “ritualization” in 
which practices differentially participate.  This process of ritualization, Bell suggests, is the 
imbuing of certain practices with a distinct sense of value that sets them apart from other modes 
of action.  The goals vary, but the results of ritualized actions, Bell states, are accomplished 
through means different from those perceived by the actors driving them; in other words, ritual is 
wrong about how it does what it does.52   
In theory, ritualization can take any form that distinguishes the practices on which it 
operates from others; in practice, Bell states, it tends to involve formality, repetition, and other 
indicators commonly associated with ceremony.53  A common quality of all ritualized action as a 
form of practice, however, is its exercise of “redemptive hegemony” -- its capacity to offer 
strategic benefit to actors who submit to its particularly constructed vision of the world and its 
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possible modes of action.54  This “acceptance” Bell envisions in line with Foucault's theorization 
of power as a necessarily participatory process; it allows for the idea of involuntary action and 
resistance as an acknowledgment of hegemony.55  
 Western Zhou events often combined individual actions of greater or lesser “ritual” 
nature into ritual event assemblies.  Bell's vision of ritual as a quality rather than a distinct 
category of action provides a valuable model for understanding the inclusion of events of greater 
or lesser degrees of formality in these assemblies.56  Also of key use is Bell’s recognition that 
ritual action is not a simple matter of acceptance or rejection, but allows agents to select from 
differing degrees and flavors of participation; the case studies in chapters 4 and 5 will show that 
soliciting different varieties of participation from different parties was part of the Zhou royal-
ritual project.  I differ from Bell, however, with respect to her understanding of the 
characteristics and goals of ritual action.  To put it simply, I hold that the valuation of certain 
modes of action as compared with others is a potential goal rather than a diagnostic quality of 
ritual.   
The ritualization process, I contend, is characterized by the regularization of actions 
beyond the constraints imposed by physical requirements in order to imbue those actions with 
constitutional or instantiative power.  Such regularization may include the formalization of 
language, patterns of movement, dress, and consumption behaviors, or it may call for an 
enforced form of spontaneity, as Bell points out is the case with certain anti-formalistic modes of 
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devotional practice.57  In either case, it creates strong criteria of participation and intentional 
rejection, both of which attitudes can play important roles in the practice of ritual. This work thus 
takes repetition, formalism, and other forms of regularization to be basic criteria rather than 
common modes of ritual. 58 
 Regularization plays a variety of roles in the perception, performance, and perpetuation 
of ritual action.  When conducted openly and consciously, it can force negotiated participation of 
the sort that Foucault considers the necessary manifestation of power;59 by enforcing and/or 
conforming to regularized expectations for modes of action to greater or lesser degrees, 
participants instantiate their perceptions of authoritative relationships.  Through the capacity of 
embodied action to shape the unconscious dispositions of actors, regularization can cultivate 
particular ways of acting, thinking, and seeing, thereby encouraging the further framing of 
actions in terms of its rule set.60  Each of these tendencies is visible in the sources on which this 
project is based. 
  Perhaps the most notable benefit of regularization, however, is its capacity to imbue 
action with a reassuring impression of effectiveness.  Fraser long ago noted the phenomenon of 
“sympathetic magic,” the human tendency to imagine that entities that resemble each other can 
affect each other.61  Regularization extends this principle into the realm of interpersonal 
relationships (or, in many cases, perceived relationships between humans and imperceptible 
entities).  Regularized acts of communication instantiate such relationships in controlled form, 
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creating idealized versions of exchanges between parties.  In doing so, they invoke the tendency 
to imagine that like entities – in this case, ritually envisioned and “real” relationships – can affect 
each other.  The result is a tendency of ritual acts of communication to seem particularly 
effective – a “privileging,’ as Bell would have it – based on the same principles behind 
sympathetic magic.62  The instantiation of a relationship during a ceremony creates an ideal 
model of the relationship that seems to operate on the real relationship itself.  The fact that 
interactions between living human agents during ceremonies may constitute a heavy proportion 
of the total set of relations between the agents involved, and that the participation of those parties 
in the ceremony requires a very real instance of the negotiation of their relative statuses, lends 
credence to this impression.63 
 A further contributor to the perceived effectiveness of regularized action is the tendency 
of humans to perceive intentionality operating in their surroundings.  Alfred Gell has pointed out 
that the experience of living in a world dominated by human action leads agents, in a process 
distinct from empirical explanations for phenomena, to conceive of the causes of those 
phenomena in terms of intentionality.64  Regularized actions tap into this tendency by virtue of 
both their contrast with less controlled modes of action and their capacity for habituation.  
Recognizing that a ritual prescribes a certain way of performing an action selected from a set of 
options, participants are to some degree naturally inclined to conceive of the forces prescribing 
the accepted method.  In an immediate sense, participants may recognize nexuses of temporal 
authority as the driving force behind regularization; that is, they may believe that they perform 
rituals in a particular way because a king, priest, sage, or state says to do so.  They may also 
explain the regularity of action in terms of models of “tradition” and “antiquity” as justifying 
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factors, models which can also bear weight in other, less regularized situations.  Expressions of 
both these conceptions are ubiquitous in early Chinese sources.65  Neither of them offers a 
complete explanation, however; there remains the question of why the king, priests, ancestors, or 
gods prescribe a certain mode of action in a certain situation.  Intentions have motivations, and 
so the perceived intentionality of the agents behind a ritualized action must be explained.  In the 
absence of a better option, the most natural explanation for adopting a particular method is 
simply that it works – would the agents driving the selection intentionally choose ineffective 
methods?  The mere fact that ritual actions require special effort to perform seems to militate 
against that possibility.  This assumed intentionality, then, gives ritual actions a heightened sense 
of effectiveness based on external causes, i.e., the assumption of effective knowledge on the part 
of agents driving the format of ritual actions.   
The process of habituation that regularized action creates in embodied agents creates an 
internal complement to this external motivator.  Giddens and Bourdieu have both noted the 
tendency of repeated action to create dispositions in participants that influence both their further 
conduct and their ways of conceiving of that conduct.66  In the absence of detailed conceptions of 
habituation, the tendency to envision a source of and reason for those dispositions allows them to 
act as additional evidence for the efficacy of modes of ritual action fixed through regularization; 
the participants will tend to experience certain ritual activities as “the right thing to do” based on 
the dispositions inculcated in them by their previous experiences.   
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 In Bell's terms, such actors have achieved “ritual mastery” in their capacity to recognize 
and act within parameters associated with particular modes of ritual practice.67  This form of 
embodied “mastery,” I hold, is perceptible to the actors involved and can itself become an object 
of consideration and analysis.  The approach to li as “the rites” espoused in the Analects is just 
such an analysis, an explanation of the phenomenon formulated as an attempt to re-establish the 
value of certain regularized actions in a time and place in which much of the ideological and 
political framework that once bolstered them had broken down.68  The period under 
consideration in this project, however, saw the promulgation of that framework, and the 
sensation of habituation could still be perceived by some, if not all, agents as an additional prop 
supporting it. 
 
0.4.4: Material objects, social objects, and “rite names” 
 By far the majority of the material in the following pages is drawn from inscriptions cast 
into ritual bronze vessels.  These inscriptions are the most extensive source of contemporary 
information on the Western Zhou period; but they and the bronzes they adorn are also objects 
that required resources and expertise to produce, took up space among the trappings of ancestral 
cults, and were seen and used by people.  This work is therefore in need of a theoretical approach 
to the varieties of materiality represented by Western Zhou ritual bronzes, the inscriptions they 
bore, and the ritual events recorded in those inscriptions. 
 Latour provides us with a starting point in his considerations of the roles played by non-
humans in the performation of collectives.69  The following pages will regularly refer to 
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inscribed bronzes as actors in the formation of Zhou identity, “taking up the relay” in order to 
bring specific ritual events to wider audiences through their use in ancestral cult activities.  This 
approach requires the acceptance of the controversial assertion that non-human objects can “act,” 
exercise agency, despite their lack of consciousness and intentionality.70  This view may, I think, 
have been less controversial to elites of the late Shang and early Western Zhou, given their 
interest in imbuing ritual bronze vessels with a gaze.71 
 The inscriptions of such vessels recreated moments of contact between the Western Zhou 
kings (and other power-holders) and subordinate or allied elites.  In doing so, they carried 
ideological messages about the role of the royal house in the Zhou collective.  This is particularly 
the case when inscriptions record the details of royal ancestral offerings and what I refer to as 
“rites of figuration,” rituals depicting the king as a specialized type of actor driving particular 
aspects of Zhou elite life.72  I have therefore found it helpful to engage these inscriptions in terms 
of the assertions put forth by Demarrais, Castillo, and Earle in their classic article on 
“materialized ideology.”73  The enormous technical, human, and political resources invested in 
their production bespeak a deliberate selection of bronzes as a preferred marker of status and 
embodiment of ideas about elite identity.  The following pages will address the question of what 
gave bronzes an advantage as a “power strategy.”74 
 If bronzes and their inscriptions were materializations of ideology, the ritual events they 
commemorate were as well.  They combined physical bodies, specially constructed buildings, 
sumptuous prestige goods, food and drink, and even bronze vessels themselves into compressed 
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narratives instantiating particular visions of integration into the Zhou collective.75  Different 
combinations and substitutions of these material elements, and of the particular actions that they 
performed and to which they were subjected, created very different visions of the benefits of 
affiliation with the Zhou.76  Even more than material elements, the actions that connected them, 
and the terms denoting those actions, could be strung together in sequences or taken up and 
adapted to different purposes by different parties and at different times.  Their flexibility 
underlies a debate about the viability of using individual ancient terms to characterize Shang and 
Zhou rituals.77 
 In this work, I have not hesitated to consider specific “rite names.”  Individual characters 
designated meaningful, coherent concepts to the people that produced ancient bronzes, and in 
order to understand bronze inscriptions and the rituals they described, we cannot avoid treating 
them as such.  Their selection and ordering in overall ritual events, however, can be as 
meaningful as the individual terms themselves in understanding the strategies of association that 
Zhou rituals sought to implement.  Drawing on the analogy of the “collective” in actor-network 
theory, I view these events as “ritual assemblies,” collectives of heightened significance, made 
up of people, places, things, and actions, that at once depicted and accomplished the process of 
enrolling participants in the Zhou group identity.78 
 In an influential essay on differences in the diagnosis of anemia, Annemarie Mol and 
John Law characterize that disease state as a “social object,” an entity engaging in interactions 
like any other, but with fluid boundaries and varying characteristics depending on the people 
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engaging with it.79  This work, and chapter 2 in particular, approaches individual ritual 
techniques, or “rite names,” as social objects in this manner – coherent entities in their own right, 
but with flexible borders; sometimes adapted and modified by non-royal elites in particular to 
serve different interests; and, above all, able to be manipulated, reordered, and combines in order 
to produce ritual assemblies with varying narratives of relationship to the Zhou identity.  Both 
these individual ritual techniques and the ritual event assemblies that they made up were 
“materialized ideology” in Demarrais’s, Castillo’s, and Earle’s sense; through their engagement 
with and of objects, and in particular through their depiction in inscriptions, they formed part of 
the “relay” or “zigzag” Latour points out between human and non-human entities as part of the 
formation of groups.80  
 
0.5: Ritual in the inscriptions: prior work and present standpoint 
 In the Western Zhou case, the difficulty of isolating “ritual” is compounded by the 
developmental state of the writing system used in contemporary sources, the relative paucity and 
indeterminate dates of received textual materials, and the patchy condition of the archaeological 
record.  The distinction between ceremony names, names of specific ritual actions, terms for 
“ceremony” in general, and other actions appearing as incidental parts of ritual event descriptions 
is muddled at best.  Moreover, many relevant terms appear in the inscriptions with other 
meanings, whether due to dual usages or as loan characters.81   
Prior efforts at the description of Western Zhou ritual in the inscriptions have provided 
fruitful ground for the roots of this project.  In 1936, Chen Mengjia published a survey and 
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characterization of the relationship between Shang and Zhou ritual practices based on bronze 
inscriptions and the then-young oracle bones.  This article included a list of specific names of 
ceremonies that Chen observed in the sources.82  A 1989 article by Liu Yu offers a similar, more 
up-to-date list and a more detailed term-by-term analysis.83   In identifying ritual techniques for 
the following analysis, I have drawn on the lists furnished by these two sources, supplementing 
them with additional phenomena observed in my study and by other scholars in other 
publications.84  In particular, I have devoted considerable space to the consideration of ritual 
techniques with no demonstrable religious component, which receive less attention in those 
works due to their religious focus.  In the chapters that follow, I characterize the use of these 
techniques, both individually and in combination, in the formation and negotiation of individual 
and group identities among Western Zhou elites.  The results, I believe, show the value of 
considering religious and political ritual together in the early Chinese context. 
I have made an effort to draw the distinction between ritual practices and other types of 
actions as clearly as possible based on the criteria discussed above, but errors undoubtedly 
remain, for which I ask the reader’s indulgence.  When possible, I have tried to err on the side of 
inclusivity.  There are a few terms addressed in the following pages which may not refer to 
Western Zhou ritual techniques at all; I indicate my misgivings with respect to these terms on an 
individual basis.  Two such terms, guan 祼 and chai 祡, receive detailed treatments in Appendix 
1. 
 
0.6: Source materials 
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This project seeks to characterize the ritual practices of the Western Zhou period based 
on contemporary sources, without imposing the assumptions of consistency and classicism 
inherent in the later ritual texts.  I have therefore selected source material with some 
consideration, taking care to use only materials of definite or likely Western Zhou date as 
evidence of Zhou practices.  Very occasional digressions into material of slightly later or, more 
often, of earlier date provide evidence of historical, linguistic, and cultural connections between 
the Zhou state and its cultural predecessors and inheritors.  Care is taken to distinguish this 
material from the overall characterizations of Western Zhou terms, ideas, and practices. 
As the only textual sources that can be verifiably dated to the Western Zhou period, the 
era of the establishment of Zhou cultural hegemony, bronze inscriptions form the core of this 
project.  Present-day scholars are fortunate in having unprecedented access to a large volume of 
these inscriptions, many of which can be definitively dated to the Western Zhou period based on 
their content, the formal characteristics of the bronzes bearing them, and, in some cases, the 
archaeological context of their excavation.  Two published compendia, the Yin Zhou jinwen 
jicheng and the Jin chu Yin Zhou jinwen jilu are the main sources for bronze inscriptions, 
between them containing in excess of 13,000 such, of which about half are products of the 
Western Zhou period.85  Most of the bronzes considered here appear in those two works, but I 
have included occasional discussions of bronzes, such as the Zuoce Wu he, which have been 
discovered more recently and so do not appear in the collections.86   
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Recent years have seen the introduction of an invaluable tool for the analysis of this 
extensive corpus: the Yin Zhou jinwen ji qingtongqi ziliaoku殷周金文暨青銅器資料庫, a 
detailed database of bronzes and their inscriptions maintained by the Bronze Script Workshop of 
the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica.87  Its full spectrum of search parameters 
allows rapid and thorough consideration of particular points concerning the inscriptional record 
in a way not previously possible.  The AS database is inclusive of JC; I have thus relied on it as 
my primary source for the JC bronzes.  It now includes many bronzes discovered after the 
printing of both JC and JL; whenever possible, I give references to the AS database for such 
recently discovered bronzes, for the reader’s convenience. 
While the script of the Western Zhou inscriptions is closely related to that of modern 
Chinese, it does contain many character forms that are no longer in common use, as well as 
many idiosyncrasies of grammar and usage that distinguish it from the classical Chinese of later 
periods.  Both transcription and interpretation of the inscriptions thus admit of varying opinions.  
For the sake of consistency and ease of reference, the transcriptions of bronze inscriptions in this 
work all follow those given in the AS database except where noted.  I have produced custom font 
characters to replace those used in the AS transcriptions for characters that do not appear in 
modern character sets.  These font characters follow the AS database transcriptions except where 
otherwise noted; any errors in such characters are my responsibility.  Images of individual 
characters are derived from the rubbing images in the AS database as well.  On the interpretation 
of bronze inscriptions, I have referred most frequently to Shirakawa Shizuka’s monumental 
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work, Kinbun tsuushaku, as well as Ma Chengyuan's interpretations in Shang Zhou qingtongqi 
mingwenxuan.88 
Bronze inscriptions are the most abundant source of contemporary textual information on 
the Zhou state, but they are not the only one.  The Shang, predecessors of the Zhou, produced 
voluminous records of pyromantic divination, inscribed on the shells of turtles and the bones of 
oxen.  Most such “oracle bones” were concerned with the divinatory activities of the king, whose 
ancestral cult formed a vital part of the Shang state apparatus.89  Many of the key terms on 
Western Zhou ritual, and especially that of the early Western Zhou, had their origins in these 
records.90  They are therefore occasionally referred to in this work to provide background on the 
connections between Shang and Zhou practices, though never as evidence of the character of the 
Zhou rites themselves.   
However, it is now recognized that the Zhou maintained a tradition of pyromantic 
recording similar to that of the Shang for some time, as oracle bones similar to those of the 
Shang have been uncovered in building foundations within the Plain of Zhou.91  The content of 
these records is of direct relevance to the characterization of early Western Zhou ritual practices, 
and so the discussion draws on these inscriptions as necessary.  My main source thereof is the 
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volume Zhouyuan jiaguwen, which offers high-quality images and conservative transcriptions of 
the Zhouyuan oracle bones.92 
The analysis of both the dating and the content of individual inscribed bronzes benefits 
from an understanding of the material circumstances of their deposition and discovery; and the 
patterns of deposition of bronze vessels have important implications as to their customary use, 
the psychological relationships between vessels and their commissioners, and their role in the 
formation of both individual and lineage identities.  Archaeological materials are therefore of 
prime importance to this work.  The following discussion draws on the published reports and 
monographs for several key sites of the Western Zhou period in its characterizations of the use of 
bronzes and the formation of the Zhou group identity.93  Many other archaeological reports are 
considered by way of background for the analysis of individual bronzes. 
In keeping with the purpose of this project, received textual material has been included 
only with the greatest caution.  The dating of received texts is extremely complex, involving 
questions of the original production of a text, possible later revisions of both its content and its 
vocabulary, canonization of particular versions of a text as compared with others, and physical 
transmission.  It is beyond the scope of this work to establish either a full methodology for the 
dating of pre-Qin texts or a full set of datings for received texts of potential Western Zhou 
provenance.  Still, there are certain texts, or portions of texts, that are widely considered likely 
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products of the Western Zhou, the content of which has in some cases been correlated with the 
bronze inscriptions.94   
The use of received texts as direct evidence in this work is limited to these materials.  
Most frequently referred to are the gao, or “Announcement,” chapters of the Shangshu, 
purporting to record various speeches from the early stages of formation of the Zhou state.95  The 
“Zhou song” section of the Shijing, a collection of poems traditionally associated with the ritual 
practices of the Zhou, provides a small amount of material as well, as does the “Shi fu” chapter 
of the Yizhoushu, for which Shaughnessy has convincingly argued as a product of the early 
Western Zhou period.96  The Bamboo Annals is also occasionally adduced for supporting or 
supplementary evidence on the chronological distribution of particular rites, though its value as a 
source on the character of ritual practices is minimal.97  Beyond these core textual sources, later 
texts such as the Guoyu and the Sanli are occasionally cited as evidence on the later use of 
particular terms, allowing the contextualization of Western Zhou practices in the overall history 
of early China.98  These texts are never relied on as sources on the Western Zhou period itself. 
 
0.7: Organization of the work 
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University of New York Press, 1997, 31-68.  On the “Zhou song,” see 165-96, esp. 165-6, which suggests a 
Western Zhou date for many of the Hymns.  Nylan is somewhat less sanguine about the dating of the “Zhou 
song,” though she does suggest a possible Western Zhou date for some Hymns; see p. 84-6. 
97
 Based on the investigations by David Nivison and Shaughnessy, I am confident that the Current Bamboo Annals 
has value as a source on the Western Zhou period.  See Shaughnessy, Before Confucius, 69-100; David Nivison, 
“The Dates of Western Chou,” HJAS 43.2 (1983), 481-580; “Chu shu chi nien,” in ECT, 39-47, esp. 42-3. 
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 For the most part, I rely on the determinations of the chapter authors of Michael Loewe, ed., Early Chinese Texts: 
A Bibliographical Guide, Berkeley: Society for the Study of Early China, 1993, with respect to dating.  On the 
Shangshu and the Yizhoushu in particular, I have also followed Zhu Fenghan and Xu Yong, Xian Qin shi yanjiu 




 Chapter 1 of this work characterizes the shared assumptions of Zhou ritual and their 
distribution throughout the period.  The chapter begins with a characterization of the 
chronological distribution of kinship terms throughout the inscriptions of the period and their 
roles in the prevalent models of Zhou elite identity.  It proceeds to a discussion of ideas about the 
relationships between living and dead lineage members and the royal house underlying Zhou 
elite performance of ancestral offerings and their records in the inscriptions.  Noting the 
connection of non-royal houses to the Zhou kings through “nexus ancestors,” the chapter 
proposes a model of bronze inscriptions as embodying the “distributed personhood” of the Zhou 
king in the sense put forth by Alfred Gell.99 
 Chapter 2 conducts a comprehensive analysis of the records of ancestral offerings 
contained in the inscriptions.  Characterizing those offerings as “social objects” in the sense put 
forth by Mol and Law, it notes the differential use of various ancestral rites by royal and non-
royal Zhou elites.  It addresses the use of royal ancestral rites as the anchors of royal gatherings 
during the early and middle Western Zhou, the royal sponsorship of livestock offerings among 
non-royal elites during the era of Kings Zhao-Mu, and the disappearance of royal ancestral rites 
from the inscriptions after King Mu’s reign.  Noting the differential adoption of ancestral rites 
with Shang origins among non-royal elites, the chapter shows that the performance of ancestral 
offerings among non-royal elites during the second half of the Western Zhou period provided the 
basis for many later characterizations of Western Zhou ritual. 
 Addressing the ritual figuration of the Zhou king, chapter 3 includes discussions of the 
“Great Rite” (da feng/li) conducted on the biyong pond and the ritual ploughing of fields and 
catching of foals by the Zhou king.  It shows that the end of the early Western Zhou and the 
beginning of the middle Western Zhou saw the emergence of rites characterizing the Zhou king 
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as the fundamental source of resources vital to the well-being of the state.  These rites, the 
chapter argues, sought to naturalize and thus bolster the authority of the king in response to a 
conjunction of events that compromised the earlier vision of the king as the leader of a military 
coalition. 
 Chapter 4 is devoted to ritual instantiations of patronage.  Examining the three most 
visible patronage ceremonies in the inscriptions—the mieli, or “recounting of merits;” royally 
sponsored archery meets and their institutional infrastructure; and the middle-late Western Zhou 
appointment ritual – it relates the changes in ritual patronage over the course of the period to the 
waning military power of the Zhou royal house and its efforts to secure a finer and more 
institutionalized degree of control over the Zhou heartland. 
 Chapter 5 examines the changing role of ritual in the formation and reformation of Zhou 
identity over the course of the Western Zhou period.  It suggests that key differences between the 
ritual of the Shang and Zhou were in place at the beginning of the period, resulting from the 
different use that the Zhou made of Shang ritual techniques in a political environment of 
expansion and incorporation.  It characterizes the reigns of Kings Zhao-Mu as a transitional 
period during which major events based around Shang-style offerings to the royal ancestors gave 
way to new ritual formulations of the relationship between the king and various elements of the 
state.  The reign of King Mu, it shows, was the era of greatest diversity in Western Zhou royal 
ritual, when a crisis of military power drove the king to intensify ritual efforts at group identity 
maintenance in order to counterbalance the failing of the royal house as military patron and war 
leader.  Noting the suite of changes in the descriptions of Zhou ritual in the post-King Mu 
inscriptions, the chapter offers additional evidence on the “ritual revolution” or “ritual reform” 




 The conclusion to this work situates the analysis in the overall milieu of work on the 
Western Zhou period and suggests directions for future research.  Appendix 1 considers two 
additional terms, guan 祼 and chai 祡, of possible importance to the characterization of Western 





LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS: KINSHIP, ANCESTORS, BRONZES, AND THE BASIS 
OF ZHOU RITUAL 
 
The king said, “Gong!  I, the young son, will retire and take up my rule at Zhou.  I 
command you to remain behind.  The guidance and governance of the [peoples of the] 
four directions have not yet been settled through ancestral ritual…” 
 
        Shangshu, “Luo gao”1 
 
1.1: Introduction 
 According to the orthodox understanding of Zhou society, the Zhou elite were organized 
into kinship conglomerates based on patrilineal descent.  These kinship groups constituted the 
basic functional unit of Zhou society and the forum in which Zhou elite individuals could 
establish identities for themselves based on hierarchical relations with other members of their 
lineages.2  Standing within a lineage constituted the most commonly recognized expression of 
status, and recognition of that status among individuals outside the context of one's own kinship 
group was a key element of the shared culture known as “Zhou.”  The classic historical narrative 
of the rebellion of the stewards of Cai and Guan against their younger brother, the Duke of Zhou, 
upon his assumption of regency over the fledgling King Cheng, son of the eldest brother King 
Wu, in the early days of Zhou supremacy can be read as a manifestation of the ideological import 
of this model.3 
As might be expected, the Zhou elite relied heavily on ritual activities to maintain the 
personal and cultural significance of their kinship model.  The classic Zhou ritual activity par 
excellence -- the casting, inscription, and use of bronze food vessels – was one facet of a whole 
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 Shisanjing, 216. 
2
 For the classical statement of the zongfa lineage system, see Liji, “Da zhuan,” Shisanjing, 1506-9.  For analyses of 
the phenomenon in the context of the Zhou period, see Zhao Guangxian, Zhou dai shehui bianxi, Beijing: Renmin, 
1982, 99-110; Yang Kuan, Xi Zhou shi, 426-52; Western Zhou Civilization, 163-71. 
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host of ritual activities, including feasting, devotional offerings, sacrifice, impersonation, and 
commemoration, that allowed the constant construction and reconstruction of patrilineal kinship 
groups and that established and maintained them as indispensable aspects of enculturated Zhou 
life.  As background for the rest of the work, this chapter therefore examines the connections 
between Western Zhou royal politics, elite kinship relations, and the production and use of 
inscribed bronze vessels.  Through a survey of the terminology of Western Zhou kinship 
organization appearing in bronze inscriptions, the first part of the chapter characterizes royal 
interests as operating through, and thus motivating acceptance of, an understanding of the 
patrilineal descent group model as the key unit of Zhou elite society, as manifest especially in the 
concept of the zong 宗 (temple/temple lineage).  It shows that the use of kinship terminology as a 
marker of identity expanded over the course of the period, suggesting demographic expansion 
and an increased desire for differentiation between individual elites.   
The second part of the chapter focuses on the privileged role of bronze vessels, and 
especially those bearing inscriptions, in Western Zhou ritual.  Drawing on Alfred Gell’s model of 
“distributed personhood,” it argues that the ethic of presence underlying the production of ritual 
bronzes and their inscriptions extended the agency of the Zhou king into the group interactions 
of individual lineages and connected the royal authority with the sacerdotal authority of lineage 
ancestors.  The personal identification of lineage members with their ancestors, and in particular 
with “nexus ancestors” who established model relations with the Zhou royal house, was a key 
element of this process.  The natural tendency for identification of an individual with the bronzes 
they produced, the chapter suggests, along with the customary use of sets of vessels in ancestral 




belonged to and iterated their lineages.4  As the role of kinship identifiers in elite identity 
expanded, the introduction of sets of identical vessels expressed this vision; at the same time, 
vessel sets created opportunities for individual elites to dominate the symbolic space of the 
bronze assemblage and dilute the connection between official recognition and the production of 
bronzes.   
 
1.2: Western Zhou kinship terminology and identity formation 
In discussions of kinship and social organization in early China, four main terms typically 
appear as potential referents to kin group identity: xing 姓, shi 氏, zong 宗, and zu 族.  These 
terms are best known from Eastern Zhou theoretical texts on kinship relations and ritual,5 but the 
concepts they represent did in some cases play important roles in Western Zhou social 
organization.  The following discussion considers each of these terms/concepts as depicted in the 
Western Zhou bronze inscriptions. 
 
1.2.1: Ancestral temples and ancestral lines (Zong 宗) 
The term zong is associated with the early Chinese cult of deceased patrilineal ancestors 
and the core model of patrilineal kinship and descent on which it was based.  Of the various 
terms commonly used to refer to kinship groups and related concepts in early China, zong 
maintains the most consistent pattern of usage throughout the early period.  It appears in a few 
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 On the concept of the “collective individual,” see Dumont, Religion, Politics, and Society in the Individualistic 
Universe, cited in Robert J. Foster, “Nurture and Force-feeding: Mortuary Feasting and the Construction of 
Collective Individuals in a New Ireland Society,” American Ethnologist 17.3 (1990), 432. 
5
 In particular, the Liji.  See Liji, “Sangfu xiaoji,” Shisanjing, 1495, and “Da zhuan,” 1508.  Cited in Falkenhausen, 




Shang-period inscriptions in three main uses: as a term or descriptor for a type of location,6 as an 
adjective modifying terms for vessels (usually yi 彝),7 and, probably, as a component of a 
personal name.8  It is more ubiquitous in the longer Western Zhou inscriptions, wherein its 
meanings are essentially similar but much more broadly applied.9   
 
1.2.1.1: Zong 宗 as location in the Western Zhou inscriptions 
In the Western Zhou inscriptions, zong occasionally appears on its own as a term 
indicating ancestral temples belonging or dedicated to specific individuals.  This is the case, for 
example, in the inscription of the early Western Zhou vessel called the Shenzi Ta guigai 沈子它
簋蓋 (4330):10 
 
它曰：拜 首，敢  卲（昭）告  （朕）吾考，令乃鴅沈子乍（作）綩于周公
宗，陟二公，不敢不綩。 
Ta said, “[I] bow and strike my head; [I] dare to clasp my hands11 and brilliantly make 
announcement to my deceased father, saying, ‘Your relative12 Shenzi has been 
commanded to perform X13 in the ancestral temple of the Duke of Zhou, to send up 
[offerings] to the Two Dukes, and not to dare fail to X.;” 
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 See the Zuoce Feng ding作冊豊鼎 (2711) and the Shu Ling fangyi戍鈴方彝 (9894).  The latter describes itself as 
“a vessel for Ding Temple” (ding zong yi 丁宗彝); I am indebted to Li Feng for this observation. 
7
 See the Bingfu Geng zhi 父庚觚 (7281) and the two Bing jue 爵 (9056-7). 
8
 See the Zong X Ren jue 宗 人爵 (8803). 
9
 As of April 4, 2012, the AS database lists 165 Western Zhou inscriptions containing the term zong, of which it 
dates 54 definitively to the early Western Zhou, 46 to the middle Western Zhou, and 58 to the late Western Zhou; 
the occurrences of the term are thus divided roughly evenly across the corpus of the inscriptions.  These figures 
are not adjusted for duplicate inscriptions, however, of which more may be expected from the late Western Zhou 
than the other two periods.  
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 MWX, 56, and Duandai, 113-5, agree in dating the Shenzi Ta guigai to King Kang, while Daxi, 46-9, assigns it to 
King Zhao, as do Shirakawa 15.78, 27, and Sackler, 374 (under the name of the Tuo gui).  
11
 Following the reading of  adopted in MWX, 57, n. 1. 
12
 Following the reading of 鴅 adopted in ibid., n. 2. 
13
 The meaning of the character here transcribed as wan 綩 is unclear.  In all likelihood, it indicates a type of 




Here Shenzi is ordered to perform service in a zong associated with the Duke of Zhou, the 
famous potentate and regent of the early Western Zhou period.  Unfortunately, the content of the 
inscription is insufficient to allow us to determine whether Ta/Shenzi claimed any kinship 
relation to the Duke of Zhou’s line.   
The term appears in a similar sense in the inscription of the Xiaozi Sheng zun 小子生尊 
(6001):14 
隹（唯）王南征，才（在）[?]，王命生辨事[于?]公宗… 
When the king campaigned to the south, at [?], the king commanded Sheng to 
discriminate between [i.e., to handle] affairs [in?] the Duke’s Temple… 
 
Unfortunately, no details are available on the provenance of this bronze, so that the relationship 
of the king’s campaign to his command toward Sheng is uncertain; the campaign may simply 
have been used as a year-marker.  Still, it seems likely that the command took place during the 
king’s travels; in which case the inscription probably records a case of the king involving himself 
in the internal operations of the ancestral temple of a lineage distant from the center of Zhou 
power.15  At the very least, this inscription shows that the early Western Zhou kings occasionally 
took an active role in the administration of the patrilineal ancestral cult. 
One occurrence of the term by itself, in the middle Western Zhou inscription of the Shi 
Zai ding 師鼎 (2830), refers to the use of the zong for offerings to multiple generations of 
ancestors:16 
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 MWX, 74, assigns this vessel to the reign of King Zhao, presumably based on its reference to a southern campaign; 
this dating is plausible based on the illustration of the vessel in Xiqing 8.43.  Duandai, 85-7, assigns it to the 
Cheng-Kang period.  Ma concurs that the zong here referred to an ancestral temple; see MWX, 74, n. 2. 
15
 Without additional information, it is impossible to say whether the “Duke” (gong 公) to whose zong-temple Sheng 
was assigned claimed kinship to the Zhou king, or whether the king was involving himself in the administrative 
affairs of another lineage.   
16
 A reference to “my august deceased father King Mu" (zhen huang kao Mu Wang 朕皇考穆王) in the Shi Zai ding 




…Zai dares to respond to the king’s beneficence, thereby making a 
the Duke High Father with offerings in the orderly ancestral temple of [his]
deceased father Guo Ji Yifu
 
The syntax of the above passage is difficult, but it appears to say that the 
Zai had this cauldron produced, in which devotions for an ancestor of his known as the “Duke 
High Father” (Gong Shangfu 公上父
father, named “Father Xi,” probably 
A more common use of zong 
This term appears in inscriptions dating throughout the period.
鬲 (754), contains another interesting tidbit about the establishment of 
point of interaction between the royal house and its client elites through the medium of ancestral 
ritual.20  I have translated it here i
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 The transcription of this character follows Li Xueqin, 
Offering a possible gloss of da 达 for this char
temple. 
18
 On the difficulty of distinguishing between the use of seniority terms to refer to individuals vs. lineages, 
Sena, “Reproducing Society: Lineage and Kinship in Western 
Chicago, 2005, 123-4; on the Guoji lineage in particular, see ibid., 169
the Shi Zai ding, see pp. 155-68.  Li
belonged to a branch lineage of Gong Shangfu
Zai’s lineage with the ruling family of Western Guo, descended from a younger brother of King Wen and 
originally assigned to an area near Baoji, Shaanxi; see Li Xueqin, 
biaozhi – Zhouyuan Zhuangbai, Qiangjia liang chu qingtongqi jiaocang de zonghe yanjiu,
bowuguan guankan 1 (1979), 29-36, esp. 31.
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 E.g., the Taibao ding大保鼎(2372), which the AS database rightly dates to the early Western Zhou; the Yubo 
ding伯鼎 (2676), recovered from tomb M2 of the Yu state cemetery at Baoji and probably dating to the late 
phase of the early Western Zhou or the early part of the middle Western Zhou; 
簋  (3964), dated by the AS database to the late Western Zhou, etc..  On the dating of the Yubo 
Liancheng and Hu Zhisheng, Baoji Yu guo mudi
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 Both Shirakawa 72, 800-1, and Duandai
to the reign of King Zhao.  MWX assigns it instead to King Xiao; see 230
to the middle Western Zhou, perhaps based on the appearance in the inscr
who was active during the reign of King Mu; on this point see 
Zhang also put forth the Yin Ji and Gong Ji 
）乍（作）公上父，于朕考 （庸）<虢
zun-vessel to pacify 
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zong for which 
) would be performed, was dedicated to Marshal Zai
the head of the Guo Ji branch lineage.18 
is in the compound phrase zongshi 宗室, “ancestral hall.”  
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  One, that of the 
zong and their status as a 
n its entirety: 
Xinchu qingtongqi yanjiu, Beijing: Wenwu, 1990, 95.  
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Zhou China,” Ph.D. dissertation, Uni
-74.  On the Qiangjia bronzes, including 
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 97, 135-6, date this vessel (along with the related vessel, the Gong Ji 
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Yin Ji li 尹姞
see David 
versity of 
fu, may have 
gui仲殷父








聖明  事先王，各于尹姞宗室繇林，君蔑尹姞 ，易（賜）玉五品、馬三匹，
拜  首，對揚天君休，用乍（作）寶 。  
Duke Mu made an ancestral hall (zongshi 宗室) for Yin Ji at the woods of Zhou繇.  In 
the sixth month, after the jishengba moon phase, on the yimao day, the beneficent 
Consort of Heaven21 had not forgotten Mugong’s sagely observation and brilliant 
assistance22 of the former kings.  [The Consort of Heaven] entered the ancestral hall of 
Yin Ji at the woods of Zhou.  The Consort performed the mieli-recounting of merits23 for 
Yin Ji and awarded [Yin Ji] five items of jade and three horses.  [Yin Ji] bows and strikes 
her head; [she] dares in response to extol the Heavenly Lord’s beneficence, thereby 
making a precious vessel. 
 
Given the format of the name Yin Ji in this vessel and of Gong Ji in the related Gong Ji li 公姞鬲 
(753), it is almost certain that Yin Ji was the wife of Duke Mu, who established an ancestral hall 
on her behalf.24  The basic nature of the event is clear: The Zhou queen came to Yin Ji’s 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
of the middle Western Zhou; see p. 52.  I am inclined to follow this dating, based on the relatively short profile 
and legs of the vessel, on the appearance of Duke Mu (though others might have borne that title), and on my 
sense that the administration of King Mu was more likely to have supported the ancestral-ritual activities of an 
affiliate lineage than was that of King Zhao; on this point see chapter 5. 
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 Based on the inscriptions of the Zuoce Huan you 作冊睘卣 (5407) and the Zuoce Huan zun作冊睘尊 (5989), 
Chen Mengjia has convincingly argued that the phrase tianjun 天君 was equivalent to wangjiang 王姜, “the 
king’s [lady of the] Jiang,” referring to the Zhou queen.  See Duandai, 61-2, 135.  The tianjun is also mentioned 
in the inscription of the Zhengren ding 征人鼎 (2674), in which she feasts and rewards the zhengren, or 
“campaign men,” suggesting that certain Zhou queens occasionally took a hand in military as well as religious 
patronage. 
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 Following MWX, 231, n. 2, in reading the character following ming 明 as bi 弼, meaning “to assist.” 
23
 See chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of the mieli ceremony. 
24
 See Duandai, 135-7.  The inclusion of the clan-name or surname Ji 姞 in Yin Ji’s name suggests that Yin Ji was 
female; as will be discussed below, Ji is one of a group of terms that occur most frequently associated with female 
names and that are assumed to refer to exogamic kinship groups. The involvement of women in the ancestral cult 
as both ancestresses and users of bronzes is well documented in the inscriptions; the classic examples of the 
former role appear in the inscriptions of the Dong gui 簋 (4322) and the Zuoce Yi you作冊益卣 (5427), both 
of which express earnest sentiments toward ancestresses.  Elite women made use of bronzes that they 
commissioned themselves (as described by the inscriptions of the Jimeng Jiang yi 孟姜匜 [10240] and the 
Meng Ji An yan 孟姬安甗 [910]) as well as bronzes commissioned for them by husbands and fathers (such as the 
Houshi gui 侯氏簋 [JC 3781], the Bo Baifu gui 伯百父簋 [3920], and the Yin Ji li and Gong Ji li.  The main 
statement on the roles of women in the Western Zhou ancestral cult remains Chen Zhaorong, “Zhou dai funü jisi 
zhong de diwei – qingtongqi mingwen zhong de xingbie, shenfen yu juese yanjiu zhi yi,” Qinghua xuebao 31.4 
(2003), 395-440; on the naming of women in the inscriptions, see Li Zhongcao, “Xi Zhou jinwen zhong de funü 
chengwei,” Baoji wenbo 1991.1, 35-9; Landscape and Power, 186 n. 126; see also Chen Zhaorong, “Liang Zhou 
hunyin guanxi zhong de ‘ying’ he ‘yingqi’ – qingtongqi mingwen zhong de xingbie, shenfen yu juese yanjiu zhi 




ancestral temple, built for her by her husband Duke Mu, and rewarded her with both utilitarian 
goods (i.e., horses) and goods with mainly prestige value (jade items).  The reward was justified 
by the sponsor’s memory of the past service rendered to the royal house by Duke Mu.  Its 
validity was reinforced by its performance in Yin Ji’s ancestral temple (zong).  Yin Ji’s ancestral 
temple thus provided a sacerdotal framework for the expression of patronage, serving as a venue 
through which the Zhou ruling elite could transfer prestige (and thus prestige goods) to Yin Ji’s 
line.   
The conferral of the reward in the ancestral temple allowed the Zhou royal house to re-
instantiate itself in a ritual context as a hub of both material wealth and sacerdotal authority, 
reasserting the dependence of Yin Ji’s household on the Zhou kings for its well-being and 
privileged position.  The iterative, cohesive force of ritually regulated prestige distribution 
helped counterbalance the status anxiety of the recipients, expressed through the statement that 
the Zhou royal house would not “forget” the service previously rendered them by the Duke, but 
would continue to recognize the established position of Yin Ji’s house within the Zhou 
sociopolitical structure.25  That the powerful Duke Mu went to the trouble of establishing a 
dedicated ancestral-ritual space for his wife Yin Ji, at which she subsequently received gifts from 
the Zhou queen, suggests that royal recognition could motivate more intensive participation in 
the ancestral cult.  In the context of ancestral ritual, the Zhou kings could thus achieve an 
exercise of participatory power in the vein of Foucault, wherein the control afforded by the ritual 
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 Duke Mu was in fact an important figure in the politics of the middle Western Zhou, appearing in the inscriptions 
of several vessels; he was also the progenitor of the powerful Jing lineage that played a vital role in the patronage 
relationships of that period.  See Landscape and Power, 95 n. 9, 128-9; on the Jing lineage, see Zhu Fenghan, 




system was tempered by the capacity for the controlled to exercise agency by participating in the 
continuation of the system.26 
 The epitome of the zong, and one of its most common uses as a place name, was the 
locale known as Zongzhou 宗周, or “Ancestral Zhou.”  Zongzhou appears in inscriptions dating 
throughout the Western Zhou period as the primary venue of royal ritual activity.  In particular, 
Zongzhou was the site of many ancestral rites conducted by the Zhou kings during the first half 
or so of the Western Zhou period in close imitation of Shang ritual.27  The precise nature of these 
rites will be visited in later chapters; here, it will suffice to say that Zongzhou remained the home 
base of the ancestral ritual of the Zhou royal house throughout the period, as shown in this 
excerpt from the late-Western-Zhou inscription of the Hu zhong  鐘 (260):28 
…我隹（唯）司配皇天，王對乍（作）宗周寶鐘… 
…So that we may govern our mixing with august Heaven, the king in response makes [a 
set of] precious zhong-bells for Zongzhou…. 
 
As the inscriptions reviewed in chapter 2 will show, Zongzhou was the site of a variety of rituals 
in which both the Zhou kings and subordinate Zhou elites participated, thus helping to establish 
the ancestral cult as a venue of prestige distribution throughout the newly formed Zhou cultural 
sphere.29 
 
1.2.1.2: Zong as a designation for people 
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 Michel Foucault and Colin Gordon, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977, New 
York: Pantheon Books, 1980.  Cited in Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, 199-204.  
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 On the disappearance of many “Shang-style” rites conducted by kings from the inscriptional record after the first 
half of the Western Zhou, see Liu Yu, Shang Zhou jinwen zhong de jizuli, 514-5.  
28The Hu zhong is sometimes taken to have been commissioned by King Li; see Duandai, 311-4; Sources, 111. 
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 On Zongzhou as ritual center, see Landscape and Power, 46.  For detailed considerations of the location of 
Zongzhou relative to the other major centers of Western Zhou royal activity, see Shao Ying, “Zongzhou, Haojing, 
yu Pangjing,” Kaogu yu wenwu 2006.2, 41-5; Maria Khayutina, “Royal Hospitality and Geopolitical Construction 
of the Western Zhou Polity,” T’oung Pao 96 (2010), 1-73.  Khayutina 6, n. 13, gives an extensive review of 





 Some inscriptions use the term zong 宗 as a descriptor for people.  An early Western 
Zhou example, the He zun 尊 (6014), provides more evidence for the role of the Zhou royal 
house in the dissemination of ancestral ritual.30  I translate it below in full: 
 




（享）（哉）。  王龏（恭）德谷（裕）天，順我不每（敏），王咸 （誥），
易（賜）貝卅朋，用乍（作）□ 公寶   彝。隹（唯）王五祀。 
It was when the king first moved to take up residence at Chengzhou, offering rites to 
King Wu and libations toward Heaven.31  During the fourth month, on the bingwu day, 
the king made an announcement to the sons of the lineage at the Jing Hall, saying, “Of 
old, in the days when your deceased father, the Gongshi, greatly assisted King Wen, he 
helped King Wen receive this great mandate.  When King Wu had conquered the great 
city of Shang, he then went on to announce it to Heaven, saying, ‘I shall dwell in these 
central states and from there govern the people.’  Alas!  You are but young sons without 
understanding.  Look to the Gongshi, have a jue-cup [of liquor] for Heaven, and penetrate 
the mandate and revere the offerings!”  The king’s (i.e., King Wu’s) reverent virtue 
filled32 Heaven and instructed our lack of cleverness.33  The king completed his address.  
He  was rewarded with thirty strings of cowries, which he used to make a precious, 
revered vessel for Xgong.  It was the king’s fifth year (sacrificial cycle).34 
 
Again, this inscription contains some ambiguities and difficult points, but the overall situation is 
clear.  During the process of establishing his residence at the newly built capital of Chengzhou, 
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 Based on the inscription’s reference to the king’s change of residence to Chengzhou and to Kings Wen and Wu, 
there is little doubt that the He zun dates to the reign of King Cheng.  See MWX 32, 20-2, esp. n. 1; Tang Lan, “He 
zun mingwen jieshi,” Wenwu 1976.1, 60; Sources, 110. 
31
 The reading of this first line of the inscription is problematic.  For an in-depth discussion of the line, see chapter 3, 
note 6; Appendix 1. 
32
 Following MWX, 21 n. 13, in reading gu 谷 as yu 裕, glossed as yurong 裕容. 
33
 Following ibid. in reading  as wei 惟. 
34
 For an in-depth examination of this inscription, see the associated articles in Wenwu 1976.1, including Tang Lan, 
“He zun mingwen jieshi,” 60-3; Ma Chengyuan, “He zun mingwen chushi,” 64-5, 93; and Zhang Zhenglang, “He 




King Cheng, son of King Wu, performed rites dedicated to his father and to tian, “Heaven.”35  
On this occasion, he addressed a group called the zong xiaozi, “young sons of the ancestral 
line/temple,” at a place called the “Capital Hall;” these were probably relatives of the Zhou royal 
house.36  There he entreated them to look back to and emulate the example of their ancestor, for 
whom no name is given; he is known only by the generic honorific title gongshi 公氏.  This 
Gongshi participated in the establishment of the Zhou state with King Wen.  He , a member of 
Gongshi’s lineage, was afterward rewarded with the substantial sum of thirty strings of cowries, 
with which he commissioned a vessel dedicated to X (the character is damaged) Gong – possibly 
the Gongshi that the king mentioned, or perhaps one of his successors as head of the lineage.   
 The He zun inscription describes a visit paid by King Cheng to a group defined by their 
common relations of patrilineal descent; it is likely that these “young sons” or “scions” were 
related to the Zhou royal house.37  There the king recalled the identity of the lineage group’s 
“nexus ancestor,” the individual responsible for the connection between the attendees and the 
Zhou royal house; in this case, the nexus ancestor, called Gongshi in the inscription, was active 
during the life of King Wen.  After recalling that individual precedent that connected the lineage 
with the royal house, the king then conferred a reward on one of its members.  No justification 
was given other than the aforementioned connection;38 this may reflect an understood connection 
of kinship between the royal house and the zong xiaozi among whom He numbered.   
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 The term feng 豐/li 禮 may indicate a specific type of rite in the Western Zhou context; see the discussion in 
Chapter 3. 
36
 Tang Lan identifies the “Jing Hall” as an ancestral temple at Chengzhou see Tang Lan, “He zun mingwen jieshi,” 
60-3.  The phrase zong xiaozi appears in only one other place in the inscriptions, in the inscription of the Li juzun 
駒尊 (6011), wherein it clearly refers to relatives of the king; see below.  The phrase zongzi 宗子 appears in 
the inscription of the Shan ding 善鼎 (2820), in contrast to a group called baisheng 百生 or baixing 百姓; see the 
section on xing 姓 below (1.2.3). 
37
 For the view that He and his fellow zongzi were related to the Zhou royal house, see Tang Lan, “He zun,” 60; Ma 
Chengyuan, “He zun,” 65, 93. 
38




In the He zun inscription, the king re-instantiates the lineage as a meaningful unit within 
the Zhou system of ritual prestige by 1) recalling its nexus ancestor in an ancestral-ritual context 
(i.e., the ancestral hall) and 2) reiterating the relationship of patronage begun by that ancestor by 
conferring a gift on one of his descendants.  The language of reiteration is prominent; the king 
describes the participants as youths in need of molding and urges them to base their education on 
the model of their nexus ancestor.  There is no explicit expression of a sense of reciprocal 
obligation of the royal house, as in the Yin Ji li inscription.  This may be a factor of the 
difference in age or prestige of the parties involved; in the He zun inscription, the king is 
supposedly addressing a group of young people.  Alternatively, it might reflect the different 
relationships between the royal house and the two kin groups; the He zun kin group may have 
found themselves in a more subordinate position with respect to the Zhou royal house.39  I 
suspect, however, that it is merely due to the fact that the He zun directly records a royal address, 
while the Yin Ji li offers what may be a personal understanding of the reward received from the 
queen. 
The response portion of the inscription of the Li juzun 駒尊 (6011), a middle Western 
Zhou vessel recording a rite involving the capture of foals, offers a further example of the likely 
use of zong to describe a group of people.40  It again situates the king in a position of precedence 
and authority with respect to the zong and, in particular, the zongzi, or “scions of the ancestral 
temple/line”: 
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 As a King Cheng-era vessel, the He zun records events that date to the heyday of Zhou royal power; the relative 
power differential between the king and the groups receiving patronage may thus have differed between the He 
zun and the Yin Ji li. 
40
 The unusual shape of the Li juzun complicates its dating, but it can probably be assigned to the period of Kings 






…The king personally acknowledged Li and awarded him two foals.  Li bowed and struck 
his head, saying, “The king does not forget the young scion of his old ancestral line (jue 
jiu zong xiaozi), but honors Li himself.”41  Li said, “The king is friendly to his 
subordinates.  May he then for ten thousand years greatly protect our ten thousand zong!”   
 
The phrase jue jiu zong xiao zi 厥舊宗小子, “the scions of his old lineage,” with its explicit 
possessive pronoun jue referring to the king, indicates clearly that Li considered his lineage to 
have not just a connection of patronage with the royal house, as did the kinship groups of Yin Ji 
and He, but a direct kinship with the king himself.  Recent analysis of the Meixian vessels and 
their connection with the Shan 單 lineage has confirmed this.42  This is likely why Li does not 
refer to a “nexus ancestor” in order to establish a precedent of connection with the royal house, 
as in the case of the He zun.  If he did enjoy a patrilineal kinship relation with – i.e., belong to the 
same zong as – the Zhou king, then as a co-descendant of the early Zhou kings, his right to 
receive prestige and wealth was implicit in his kinship status. 
 The last phrase of the above excerpt is less personally motivated.  In his extolling of the 
king’s virtues, Li situates the king at the top of the network of “ten thousand ancestral lines” 
(wan zong 萬宗) making up the understood fabric of Zhou elite political society.  By calling on 
the king to protect the myriad zong, Li expresses his conception of the Zhou state as a 
conglomerate whole with ancestral temple-lines as its individual components.  It must indeed 
have been in the king’s interest to protect the zong, as the ancestral-ritual model gave him a 
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 The character  is problematic.  Ma Chengyuan suggests a phonetic connection with hui 輝; see MWX, 190, n. 5.  
The meaning of huang 皇, however, is clear; in the translation, I have treated the two as a compound phrase. 
42
 Sena, 98-104, traces the connection between the Shan lineage and the figure known as Hui Zhong Lifu 惠仲父, 
to be identified with the Li from the Li juzun.  Through his investigation of female names in the inscriptions 
relating to the Shan lineage, Sena demonstrates the possibility that later historical traditions connecting the linage 
to the Zhou royal house are correct; see ibid., 112-7.  Li’s assertion of kinship with the Zhou king is therefore at 





venue through which to exercise non-military coercion and maintain his status as the current 
instantiation of the royal line, the font of ritual and political prestige within Zhou elite society.  
Likewise, it would have been in Li’s interest to see the zong protected; as a (at least imagined) 
relative of the Zhou kings, he had the right to expect that the king “had not forgotten” their 




In the above examples, we have seen that the concept of zong played a vital role in the 
patronage relations that held the Western Zhou state coalition together.  The Zhou royal family 
did not stand outside this system, but operated within it and arbitrated it by example.  The 
location known as Zongzhou, “Ancestral Zhou,” was the headquarters of the ancestral ritual of 
the Zhou royal house, as well as a frequent point of contact between the Zhou kings and 
subordinate elites; it was in a sense the prototypical zong.  Non-royal elite groups with different 
cultural backgrounds and different connections to the Zhou kings maintained zong locally; Yin Ji 
was the bride of the patriarch of the powerful Jing 井 lineage group, while He and his fellow 
scions may have been closely related to the royal house. 
The existence of these zong at the local level provided a ritually sanctioned venue for the 
king to negotiate relationships with the other participating power-holders.  The force of their 
legitimizing power came from their association with specific “nexus ancestors” whose lifetimes 
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 It is of course possible to read the occurrences of the term zong in this inscription as referring to the “scions of his 
old ancestral temple” and the “many ancestral temples.”  I read the term here as referring directly to the lineages 
associated with the zong model of temple worship, but the distinction between the two readings is merely one of 




encompassed the moments of initial alliance between the Zhou royal house and its clients.44  To 
ensure the perpetuation of the Zhou state’s network of sociopolitical relations, these moments of 
connection of the zong with the king and his line had to be re-instantiated with ceremonies that 
recreated those moments of contact, encouraging the current generations on both sides to 
participate personally in the construction of those relations.45  The result was a process of 
participatory enculturation that motivated subordinate Zhou elites to conceive of their personal 
identities and degrees of status, prestige, and wealth in terms of the zong kinship model.  It is 
perhaps for this reason that the term zong came to refer to the kinship model that supported the 
temple system as well as the associated locations. 
 
1.2.2: Kinship-based military units (Zu 族) 
The term zu 族 is paired with zong in Eastern Zhou texts as the overall name for the 
system of regulated kinship adhered to by the members of the Zhou cultural sphere.46  In the pre-
Spring and Autumn context, it is often associated with the “clan marks” found on Shang bronzes, 
identifiers that were apparently associated with internal divisions within Shang society.47  Early 
Western Zhou bronzes occasionally bear these clan marks as well; they are probably associated 
with bronzes produced by elite groups of former Shang extraction.  The term zu itself does 
appear in the Western Zhou inscriptions, however, wherein it designates a social unit of military 
significance: 
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 Falkenhausen uses the term “focal ancestor” to refer to these individuals in their roles as lineage founders, as well 
as to those later ancestors who establish branch lineages; see Falkenhausen, Chinese Society, 64-6.  I prefer to use 
the phrase “nexus ancestor” to highlight the fact that their status as lineage founders derived from their 
connections with the Zhou royal house. 
45
 Later discussion of royal ritual will note specific examples of the opportunities created by the royal house for this 
contact and the ritual activities that gave the zong this atmosphere of sacred sanction. 
46
 See note 2.  See also Liji, “Qu li xia,” Shisanjing zhushu, 1257; Lunyu, “Zi Lu,” Shisanjing zhushu, 2508; Xu 
Chaohua, Erya jinzhu, Nankai daxue, 1987, “Shi qin,” 155-8. 
47












…[The king] commands you to take charge of the gongzu, as well as the Three 
Supervisors, the Scions, the Marshals, and the Tiger Servants.  Use your zu to shield my 
royal person… (Maogong ding毛公鼎 [2841])50 
 
The term zu is strongly associated with individuals bearing the title of gong, often translated as 
“Duke,” but more widely applicable than that title.51  Besides the above example of the Maogong 
ding, the compound term gongzu 公族 appears in the inscriptions of the Zhong zhi 中觶 (6514), 
an early Western Zhou vessel, and the Fansheng guigai番生簋蓋 (4326), a middle Western 
Zhou vessel, designating a military unit.  It appears occasionally as a component of terms of 
address as well; the middle Western Zhou inscriptions of the Shi You gui 師酉簋 (4288-91) and 
the Mu gui 牧簋 (4343) mention individuals with the title “Gongzu” serving as youzhe in the 
ceremony of royal appointment.52   
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 The Minggong gui was probably commissioned by Ming Bao, scion of the Duke of Zhou, mentioned also in the 
Ling fangyi 令方彝 (9901).  The vessel would thus fall firmly within the early Western Zhou.  See MWX 58, 35-6 
(King Kang); Daxi, 10-1(King Cheng), Duandai 11, 24 (King Cheng); Shirakawa 1.13, 132-40; Landscape and 
Power, 313, 313 n. 43. 
49
 The transcription of this character follows that given in MWX, 317.  That transcription is followed throughout this 
work. 
50
 The Maogong ding is probably a King Xuan bronze; see Daxi, 136; MWX, 447; Bureaucracy, 85. 
51
 The term gong was applied to a number of Zhou elites of privilege second only to that of the Zhou king, and so 
was frequently translated as “Duke” in early English-language scholarship on early China, by analogy with the 
ranks of the European monarchy.  In the Zhou context, however, it was also applied to other individuals as a 
general honorific. See Yoshimoto Michimasa, “Seishuu sakumei kinbunkou,” Shirin 74, no.  1991.5, 60; cited in 
Constance Cook, “Wealth and the Western Zhou,” BSOAS 60.2 (1997), 263. 
52
 The details of the appointment ceremony, and its role in the overall trope of Zhou elite ritual, will be discussed in 
Chapter 4.  The Zhong zhi is an early Western Zhou bronze; see MWX 109, 77, which dates it to King Zhao, and 
Daxi, 18-9, which assigns it to King Cheng.  The Fansheng guigai is probably to be dated to the middle Western 
Zhou; see MWX, 224-6, as well as the extensive discussion and translation of the inscription in Bureaucracy, 63-7.  
The Shi You gui has been variously dated to the middle and late Western Zhou; see MWX 192, 125-7 (King 
Gong), Daxi, 88-9 (King Yih), Duandai, 244-5 (King Xiao); Shirakawa 29.173, 553-61 (early King Li); Xi Zhou 
qingtongqi fenqi duandai yanjiu, 96 (late Western Zhou).  The discovery of the Shi You ding has provided new 




The connection of the zu with the title of gong may indicate that the zu social/military 
unit had a more or less hereditary character, inasmuch as the title gong tended to be hereditary.53  
It is of note, however, that the inscriptions containing the term zu do not contain substantial 
narratives of ancestral-ritual practices, as is the case with many of the inscriptions containing the 
term zong.  It would seem that the institution of the zu was associated with individual, non-royal 
power holders and may have existed outside and parallel to the interaction network supported by 
ancestral-temple ritual and mediated by the Zhou royal house.  By the middle Western Zhou 
period, however, the royal house was at least in contact with members of the zu structure via the 
ritualized process of royal appointment to office.  This fits with the overall findings of this work, 
which suggest that the middle Western Zhou saw a program of modification of royally sponsored 
ritual to intensify royal control over many aspects of state operation, including a decreased 
emphasis on the public performance of royal ancestral ritual.54 
 
1.2.3: Clans/surnames (xing 姓) 
David Sena has pointed out that the term xing, usually translated as “surname” or “clan,” 
did not enter common use until after the Western Zhou period, but that the exogamic groups with 
which it would eventually become associated (the Ji 姬 xing to which the Zhou royal house is 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Fenghan and Yao Qingfang, “Shi You ding yu Shi You gui,” Zhongguo lishi wenwu 2004.1, 4-10, 35; 
Bureaucracy, 198, 198 n. 15.  The Mu gui is a middle Western Zhou vessel; see MWX 260, 187-8 (King Yih); 
Daxi, 75-6 (King Gong); Landscape and Power, 100-2 (includes translation); and in particular Sources, 259-61, 
which proposes the likely possibility of a King Xiao dating.  For a more detailed discussion of the Mu gui, see Li 
Feng, “Textual Criticism and Western Zhou Bronze Inscriptions: The Example of the Mu Gui,” in Tang Chung 
and Chen Xingcan, eds., Essays in Honor of An Zhimin, Hong Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2004, 
280-97.  See also Shirakawa 19.104, 361-9. 
53
 The descendants of Zhougong Dan (the Duke of Zhou), for example, were occasionally termed gong; see the 
inscription of the Ze Ling fangzun夨令方尊 (JC 6016). 
54
 This program was connected with widespread changes in the character and operation of the Zhou state that took 
place over the course of the Western Zhou period; for two different models of those changes, see the discussion of 





said to have belonged and the Jiang 姜 xing with which they traditionally intermarried being 
probably the best known of these) already played an important role in elite interaction during the 
Western Zhou.55  Whether the groupings to which the term refers were remnants of earlier 
kinship divisions or new internal categories created by the Zhou to help organize marriage 
relations remains a subject of debate.56 
 Table 1.1 lists the frequency of occurrence of some of the best-known xing in bronze 
inscriptions dateable to specific periods.  As might be expected, Ji 姬 and Jiang 姜, the two xing 
associated respectively with the Zhou royal house and the lineage with which it traditionally 
intermarried, are the most common, appearing frequently in early inscriptions and growing in 
frequency throughout the period.  Only one of the terms, Ren 妊, appears in Shang-era bronze 
inscriptions; this is consistent with the historical tradition that King Wen’s mother came from the 
Ren marriage group.57  All terms studied except Ying 贏 and Huai 媿 increase in frequency over 
the course of the period; Ying in particular is the least common of the terms and may not 
comprise enough occurrences to be statistically significant.  Overall, it seems that the use of 
marriage-group identity within the confines of the ancestral-ritual institution grew significantly 
in frequency over the course of the Western Zhou period.  This may reflect an overall increase in 
the use of marriage group as a marker of identity, which would tend to confirm the opinion of 
Pulleyblank and Sena that xing marriage groups were popularized during the Western Zhou 
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 Sena, “Reproducing Society: Lineage and Kinship in Western Zhou China,” 7; see also Edwin G. Pulleyblank, “Ji 
姬 and Jiang 姜: The Role of Exogamic Clans in the Organization of the Zhou Polity,” EC 25 (2000), 1-27, cited 
therein. 
56
 For a list of scholars who have weighed in on the viewpoint, see ibid., 8-9, notes 6 and 7. 
57
 See Shiji, “Zhou ben ji,” 115.  Pulleyblank notes the difficulty of reconciling the pattern of use of the Ren 任 
surname, and its traditional association with Tai Ren, with the fact that the royal line of Song, said to be 
descended from the Shang kings, was named Zi 子; see Pulleyblank, 9.  I would suggest that the group identified 
as Ren was of non-royal Shang origin; that is, that its affiliation with Shang was political and cultural rather than 
kinship-based.  The inclusion of the identifier Ren here is not to be taken as evidence that the xing kinship model 
existed prior to the Western Zhou period; it is entirely possible that a pre-existing group defined along different 




period as an organizational model.58  However, given that specific xing appear most often in the 
Western Zhou inscriptions as identifiers for female elites, expansion of the participation of 
women in the patrilineal ancestral cult, or a mixture of the two causes, may also account for the 
increase in frequency of specific xing names in the inscriptions. 
 In a sense, the term xing 姓 itself does appear in the Western Zhou inscriptions, in that 
the character sheng 生, the graphic basis for the later character xing, is quite common.59  In 
particular, sheng often appears as a component of male personal names, especially in inscriptions 
from the second half of the Western Zhou.60  There are a few special occurrences of the term 
xing, however, in which it acts as a measure word for groups of people.  The majority of these 
occur in conjunction with the word bai 百, “one hundred,” as in the common term baixing that is 




...Let not the merchants of our various lords or of our baisheng/xing not to go to market, 
nor let them dare to bring in traitorous merchants of the Man-peoples, lest they indeed be 
punished... (Xi Jia pan [10174])61 
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 See note 55. 
59
 Pulleyblank is rightly skeptical of the possibility of identifying the words sheng 生 and xing 姓 based on their 
potential use of the same character in early inscriptional sources; see “Ji and Jiang,” p. 12.  His criticisms, 
however, are based on a connection drawn by Keightley between the phrase duo sheng 多生, appearing in the 
oracle bones, and bai xing 百姓, common in later materials.  Pulleyblank does not refer directly to the use of the 
phrase baisheng 百生 in the bronze inscriptions. 
60
 For example, those of the Shanbo Taisheng zhong單伯旲生鐘 (82), dating probably to the middle Western Zhou 
(see MWX 235, 164-5 [Kings Gong-Yih]; Duandai 141, 194-5 [King Yih]; for an alternate dating, see Daxi, 118-
9, which assigns the zhong to King Li); the Zhong Shengfu li 仲生父鬲 (729) (dated by the AS database to the 
late Western Zhou; see also Qingyang diqu bowuguan and Xu Junchen, “Gansu Qingyang diqu chutu de Shang 
Zhou qingtongqi,” Kaogu yu wenwu 1983.3, 8-11, pl. 1, esp. 10, which dates the vessel to the second half of the 
Western Zhou), and the Zhousheng li 琱生鬲 (744) (which MWX 291, 210-1, and Duandai 167, 235-6, agree in 
assigning to King Xiao, but probably dating instead to the late Western Zhou based on connection with the Fifth-
year and Sixth-year Zhousheng gui [4292 and 4293, respectively], on the dating of which see Bureaucracy, 321, 
339; see also Sackler, 329-30).  It is of note that, to my knowledge, none of these male personal names contain 
both the character sheng and one of the group-referents that would later come to be referred to as xing; as is noted 
below, those group-referents seem to appear only in terms of address for women.  
61
 The Xi Jia pan is generally recognized as a King Xuan bronze; see MWX 437, 305-6; Daxi 134, 143-4; Duandai, 





In the early-Western-Zhou inscription of the Yihou Ze gui 宜侯夨簋 (4320), however, the 
number is different:62 
 
易（賜）才（在）宜王人 □ 又七生（姓）… 
[I] award [you] seven(teen?) sheng/xing of king’s men who are at Yi… 
 
It is difficult to say based on the small number of examples available just what sort of people the 
sheng/xing category indicated.  One middle Western Zhou inscription, the Shan ding 善鼎 
(2820), gives us some clue as to who the baixing were not:63 
 
余其用各我宗子（與）百生（姓）… 
I shall use [this vessel] to prime the sons of the temple-line and [to prime] the 
baisheng/xing... 
 
In each of the above inscriptions, the units designated by the term sheng/xing are linked to a 
group that enjoys a certain degree of prestige but is also subordinate in some respect to the 
power-holders whose activities are commemorated.  The sheng/xing are “king’s men” granted to 
the new lord of the Yi state; they are comparable to the “various lords” (over whose affairs Xi Jia 
is granted some authority) or to the “sons of the temple-line” (whom Shan intends to educate 
using a ritual vessel).  It would seem, then, that the term sheng/xing designated groups of people 
of elite but not paramount status from the early Western Zhou onward.  The etymology of the 
word sheng makes it likely that these groups were conceived of in terms of some form of 
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 The Yihou Ze gui is a product of the early stages of the formation of the Western Zhou state, recording the 
investment of a ranking Zhou elite with authority over a regional state; see MWX 57, 34-5 (dating the bronze to 
King Kang); Duandai, 14-7 (dating it to King Cheng); Tang Lan, “Yihou Ze gui kaoshi,” in Tang Lan xiansheng 
jinwen lunji, 66-71.  For an English translation and discussion of the Yihou Ze gui inscription, see Bureaucracy, 
238-41. 
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common descent; the exact criteria of that descent remain unclear.  However, they appear 
specifically to have been perceived as distinct from the “sons of the [core] temple-line,” which is 
to say from the patriline of the power-holder in any particular area.  It is possible that they 
referred to the group-referents that were frequently used to identify the birth kinship-units of 
married women, which would later become known as xing; however, there is no direct evidence 
in the Western Zhou inscriptions to corroborate this. 
  
1.2.4: Shi 氏 
The term shi appears with great frequency in the bronze inscriptions.  It is much rarer in 
early Western Zhou inscriptions, however; of 150 Western Zhou vessels listed in the AS 
database with inscriptions containing the character shi 氏, the editors definitively date only 9 to 
the early Western Zhou, for a proportion of about 0.06%.64  Four of these vessels comprise two 
sets of two vessels with identical inscriptions, leaving only 7 discrete inscriptions containing the 
term.   
 
1.2.4.1: Early Western Zhou cases of shi 氏 
These are of two main types.  The inscriptions of two of the vessels, the Xiaochen Shi Mao Yin 
ding 小臣氏樊尹鼎 (2351) and the He zun 尊 (6014), seem definitively to employ the term as 
an honorific referring to a specific individual:65 
 
 小臣氏樊尹乍（作）寶用。  
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 By comparison, nearly half of the Western Zhou vessels in the collection (2933 of 6076) are assigned to the early 
Western Zhou.  These figures were retrieved from the AS database in April 2012. 
65
 The AS database dates the Xiaochen Shi Mao Yin ding to the early Western Zhou; for this inscription see also 
Sandai 3.16.6.  On the dating of the He zun, see note 30. 
